Don’t get taken for a ride...

No Tout, Broker And Job Racketeer Can Get You A Railway Job

Expose Unscrupulous Elements
Apply for a railway job & win it on merit

• Recruitment process in RRB Exams is fully computerized and the selection is based purely on the merit of the candidates.
• RRBs never appoint any Agent(s) or Coaching Centre(s) for action on its behalf. Rely only on RRBs’ official websites and advertisements in Newspapers/ Employment News.
• Beware of touts and job racketeers trying to deceive by false promises of securing jobs in Railway either through influence or by any other unfair and unethical means.
• Candidates found indulging in unfair means will be disqualified and shall be liable for legal action against them.

HELP RAILWAYS IN CATCHING SUCH TOUTS/BROKERS/ JOB RACKETEERS WHEN THEY APPROACH YOU BY:

• Lodging a complaint in the nearest Police Station against such elements.
• Calling on the Phone No. 07752-247291 for guideline and clarification of doubts.
• Inform RRB confidentially on the Email: rrbbsp@secr.railnet.gov.in and Phone No. 07752-247291. Identity of candidate(s) will be kept secret.

RRB RECRUITS THROUGH TRANSPARENT PROCESS. ALWAYS CHOOSE THE RIGHT TRACK TO JOIN RAILWAYS.
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